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Abstract: Gas leakage testing of aircraft air-tightness system has always been an important work in the aircraft mainte-
nance. Quantitative testing of gas leakage signal drowned in noise is hardly realized alone by ultrasonic detection instru-
ment. In this paper, theory of ultrasonic and small orifice gas leakage has been employed, and a mathematical model 
based on ultrasonic testing gas leakage of aircraft air-tightness system has been deduced. Through improved chaos Duff-
ing oscillator equation and improved wavelet threshold denoising algorithm, weak period signal in the strong noise back-
ground has been successfully distinguished and denoised. Along with software and hardware assistant discrimination 
means, ultrasonic testing will be more effective to stop gas leakage of aircraft air-tightness system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Aircraft is a typical aviation machine manufactured by 
people, which is complex and is widely used in modern soci-
ety, bearing a series of missions like traffic transport and 
homeland defense. Aiming to aircraft air-tightness system, 
periodical or emergency testing work should be done to  en-
surepassengers’  safety and normal  flight. 

Traditional testing technology on gas leakage of air-
tightness system includes water test method, applying soap 
liquid method, stethoscope method, flow measurement 
method, chemical method, absolute pressure method, differ-
ential pressure method and Helium measurement method . 
[1, 2], all of them have obvious defects, like backward test-
ing mode, lower testing accuracy, ponderous testing equip-
ment, and non-online testing.  

At present, as a kind of widespread NDT technology, ul-
trasonic testing method has already overcome the defects of 
traditional testing methods, and many testing instruments on 
air-tightness system have  successfully been developed. Ul-
trasonic testing instruments applied to aircraft air-tightness 
system,  which are mainly based on qualitative testing and 
only search leakage position, have not built applicative 
mathematical model having a concrete leakage degree to a 
certain point. On the other hand, in gas leakage signals in the 
strong noise background, software assistant denoising and 
analysis should be necessarily developed, because  hardware 
instrument cannot alone eliminate the strong noise interfer-
ence.  
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Consequently, in the paper, above-mentioned questions 
are discussed. As a result of research, a mathematical model 
based on ultrasonic testing of gas leakage in  aircraft air-
tightness system is built. By means of improved chaos Duff-
ing oscillator equation and improved wavelet threshold de-
noising algorithm, gas leakage signal characteristics in the 
strong noise background were  analyzed. The research will 
help ultrasonic testing technology to better serve for aircraft 
maintenance. 

2. BUILDING MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR GAS 
LEAKAGE OF AIRCRAFT AIR-TIGHTNESS SYS-
TEM 

Gas leakage of aircraft air-tightness system has character-
istics  coincident with ultrasonic 40KHz frequency gas leak-
age property of small orifice [3].  

Aircraft air-tightness system includes oxygen and com-
pressed air system with high pressure property, and passen-
gers’ air-tightness cockpit with low pressure property. In  
oxygen and compressed air system, gas leakage phenomenon 
appears with high pressure gas leakage in the form  of small 
orifice. In  air-tightness cockpit, low pressure gas leakage in 
the form of small orifice is common, because human body 
possesses less  ability to bear pressure and differential pres-
sure inside and outside cockpit [4-6]. 

A well-known scholar Ma Da-you emphasized that [7, 8], 
ultrasonic is produced by turbulence and impulsive noise ; 
the formula of ultrasonic sound pressure level can be de-
duced on the basis of gas leakage orifice dimension and sys-
tem pressure change. That is, 

L = 80 + 20 log D
D0

+10 log (p ! p0 )
4

p0
2 (p ! 0.5p0 )

2
  (1) 

In  formula 1, L  represents the sound pressure level one 
meter away from gas leakage orifice  in the vertical direc-
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tion; D  represents the gas leakage orifice diameter  
( D0 = 1mm ); p0  represents the absolute pressure environ-
ment atmosphere; p  represents the position of pressure of 
gas leakage orifice. 

On account of larger  difference between gas leakage rate 
of small orifice and the volume of air-tightness system, in 
aircraft air-tightness system, gas pressure changes slowly 
and gas leakage rate keeps constant to  a certain  period. 
When air pressure inside and outside the air-tightness system 
is stable, gas flow velocity of leakage orifice becomes stable. 
So, Formula 2 may be required to describe the relation be-
tween gas flow velocity and air pressure inside the system. 
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In  Formula 2, V  represents the gas flow velocity; T1  
represents the absolute temperature; ! = p0 / p , p0 and p  
have the same meaning with that of Formula 1; R  represents 
gas constant; K = 2k / (k !1) , to air, k = 1.4 , then 
K = 2.646 .  

When gas leakage signal of air-tightness system is re-
quired by the ultrasonic sensor, the corresponding sound 
pressure level L  of gas leakage will be obtained. According 
to Formula 1, average diameter of orifice can be computed 
by Formula 3.  

D = D0 !10
L"80"10log ( p"p0 )

4

p0
2 ( p"0.5 p0 )

2

20   (3) 

In Formula 3, due to subcritical flow characteristics of 
small orifice gas leakage in the aircraft air-tightness system, 
0.528 <! <1  is required and formula 4 will be deduced. 

V = Kp !
2
k "!

k+1
k / RT1   (4) 

When orifice mechanics average diameter D  and gas 
flow velocity V  are known, Reynolds number Re  will be 
obtained.  

Re =
!VD
µ

= !VAe
µAe

= qmD

µµ1
"
4
D2

= 4qm
µµ1"D

  (5) 

In  Formula 5, µ  represents gas dynamic viscosity; µ1  
represents flow rate coefficient, µ1 <1 , its value is con-
firmed  by experiment; Ae  represents the effective small 
orifice area; qm  represents gas quality flow rate, i.e. gas 
leakage quantity of small orifice. 

At this time, by combining formula 3, 4, and 5, a mathe-
matical model based on gas leakage of aircraft air-tightness 
system can be obtained. That is, 
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In gas leakage degree evaluation of aircraft air-tightness 
system, inside and outside pressure value of air-tightness 
system, flow rate, and gas temperature at the gas leakage 
orifice, all these parameters can be gained by measurement 
or formula transformation. Formula 6 indicates physical pa-
rameters like gas leakage rate of small orifice and orifice 
mechanics average diameter; therefore, sound pressure level 
of 40KHz frequency point is tested to a  certain distance of 
gas leakage orifice, and inside and outside pressure of air-
tightness system is also  measured.  

Therefore, according to Formula 6, a mathematical model 
based on ultrasonic testing gas leakage of aircraft air-
tightness system will be built, which has  better practicabil-
ity. 

3. IMPROVEMENT ANALYSIS OF TESTING METH-
OD OF WEAK PERIOD SIGNAL 

At present, maintenance works of all kinds of aircrafts 
are developed at tarmac of airport or hanger. Numerous elec-
tron equipments are used, and many testing works are carried 
out. Electromagnetic interference phenomenon is obvious 
around maintenance field, due to which  gas leakage testing 
effect is badly influenced. Under the background of strong 
noise, gas leakage signal testing of aircraft air-tightness sys-
tem belongs to typical weak period signal testing. By use of 
chaos theory and wavelet denoising analysis, discrimination 
and denoising of weak period signal in the strong noise 
background will be effectively developed [9-12]. 

3.1. Improved Chaos Duffing Oscillator Equation 

Traditional Duffing oscillator equation is a better means 
to distinguish weak period signal. But, this equation is sensi-
tive to statistical property of oscillator system, strong noise, 
signal characteristics, and cannot accurately analyze signal 
property. So, many scientific researchers do plenty of works 
to improve Duffing oscillator equation. 

In the paper, considering nonlinear recovery force char-
acteristic of chaos system, as well as its obvious influence on 
high frequency weak signal, nonlinear recovery force item of 
traditional Duffing oscillator equation will be changed into 
!x5 (t)" #x7 (t) , meanwhile, ! = 1 , ! = 1 . Adding weak 
period signal including noise into chaos system, expression 
of Duffing oscillator equation will be changed into, 

1
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In  Formula 7, x
•

 and y
•

 represent state variable; k  rep-
resents damp ratio; ! d  represents chaos threshold; !  repre-
sents driving force frequency; acos(!t)+ n(t)  represents 
including noise weak period signal, n(t) represents noise. 

Comparison on weak period signal discrimination of dif-
ferent Duffing oscillator equations in a strong noise back-
ground is given. 
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(a). Traditional method 

 
(b). Improved method in the paper 

Fig. (1). Relational graph on chaos threshold of two kinds of chaos systems changing with noise standard deviation. 
 

Aiming to traditional Duffing oscillator equation and im-
proved Duffing oscillator equation in the paper, Gaussian 
white noise with zero mean value and variable noise standard 
deviation are combined  into a  chaos system. Noise standard 
deviation is changed with 0.05 interval in the range from  0 
to 0.5. The variable states of chaos threshold with different 
noise standard deviation are shown in Fig. (1). 

Fig. (1) indicates that when noise standard deviation is 
lesser, chaos thresholds of two kinds of chaos systems 
change little. However, when noise standard deviation in-
creases up to a certain degree, chaos thresholds of two kinds 
of chaos systems change  significantly. By contrast, in the 
same variable range of noise standard deviation, chaos 
threshold of traditional chaos system changes more obvious-
ly than that of the improved chaos system in the paper. Doc-
ument 13 emphasized that noise variation influences the crit-
ical state of chaos system, and even changes critical state of 
chaos system. That is to say, with the strengthening of noise , 
measurement error of weak period signal will constantly 
increase. In comparison with traditional chaos system, chaos 
threshold of improved chaos system in the paper changed in 
a smaller range. Consequently, improved chaos system in the 
paper is a better means to test weak period signal under the 
background of strong noise. 

Two, testing capacity analysis on high frequency weak 
period signal. 

Separately, traditional Duffing oscillator equation and 
improved Duffing oscillator equation were added in the  
weak period signal 0.0006*cos(40000* t)  including Gauss-

ian white noise with zero mean value and 0 or 0.15 noise 
standard deviation, and then phase track states of chaos sys-
tem were  observed. The results are shown in the Fig. (2). 

Fig. (2) reveals that for the same chaos threshold, when 
noise standard deviation is zero, phase tracks required by the 
two kinds of methods both  enter large scale period state. 
When noise standard deviation is 0.15, in the  traditional 
method, phase track of chaos system  returns to the chaos 
state and cannot be used to test the weak period signal, be-
cause chaos critical threshold changes much more than the 
original state under the influence of strong noise. Neverthe-
less, in the  improved method, phase track of chaos system  
maintains large scale period state, with the capacity on test-
ing weak period signal  being still useful, because chaos crit-
ical threshold changes in  a small and effective range under 
the influence of strong noise. 

The above-mentioned analysis indicates that with contin-
uous increase in the noise, with respect to different chaos 
systems, the capacity of testing weak period signal will be 
different. On one hand, noise intensity becomes greater , 
making the nonlinear characteristic of chaos system more 
obvious. On the other hand, with period driving force fre-
quency changing from low frequency to high frequency, 
nonlinear characteristic of chaos system is strengthened to 
some  certain degree. Hence, Duffing oscillator equation 
with high order nonlinear recovery force item will satisfy 
nonlinear characteristic demand of chaos system, and is bet-
ter to distinguish high frequency weak period signal in the 
strong noise backgroud. 
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(a). Traditional method. 

 
(b). Improved Method in The Paper 

Fig. (2). Phase track diagrams of two kinds of chaos systems, when noise standard deviation is 0 and 0.15. (a. Traditional method; b. Im-
proved method in the paper). 
 
3.2. A New Type of Wavelet Threshold Denoising Method 

In  Donoho soft or hard threshold denoising method [13-
16], wavelet coefficient of estimated signal required by soft 
threshold method possesses well continuity, but wavelet co-
efficient denoising in the front and back will produce con-
stant deviation, so that reconstruction precision of signal 
descends. The estimated signals required by hard threshold 
method can produce additional vibration, so that smooth 
degree of reconstruction signal is lower. Therefore, the effect 
on signal denoising of these two methods isn’t ideal.  

Including the noise signal f t( ) = s t( ) + n t( ) , denoising 
principle of wavelet transformation is that the wavelet coef-
ficient formed by noise is eliminated with the greatest extent. 
The wavelet coefficient of estimated signal after denoising 
w
!

j ,k  is close to that of useful signal before denoising wj ,k . 
w
!

j,k  located between wj ,k ! "  and wj ,k . Based on this 
thought, a new threshold function is put forward in the paper. 
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In Formula 8, wj ,k  represents wavelet coefficient before 
denoising; !  represents threshold value; w

!

j ,k  represents 
wavelet coefficient after denoising; !  is arbitrarily normal 
constant. When !  is confirmed , Formula 9 can be a contin-
uous and smooth state. Moreover, according to Formula 9, 
repression of including noise signal may be written as For-
mula 9: 
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Fig. (3). Principle on common testing weak gas leakage signal by wavelet threshold denoising method and chaos duffing oscillator system. 

 

 
Fig. (4). Hardware sample signals of aircraft air-tightness cockpit required by ultrasonic testing instrument. 

 

 
Fig. (5). Denoising effect of wavelet threshold denoising method improved in the paper. 
 

The above-mentioned formula of deduction points out 
that with wavelet coefficient with increasing noise signal, the 
improved threshold function  paper can reduce the deviation 
of wavelet coefficients denoising the front and back. Fur-
thermore, if the range of parameter !  is extended, then: 
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That is to say, when ! "# , Formula 9 has the same 
expression with that of the soft threshold function. When 
! " 0 , Formula 9 has the same expression with that of the 
hard threshold function. Therefore, parameter !  is properly 
regulated. Threshold function improved in the paper can not 
only keep smoothness of reconstruction signal, but also 
avoid constant deviation phenomenon. 

4. ANALYSIS OF PRACTICAL EXAMPLE 

In the work of gas leakage testing of aircraft air-tightness 
system, for  eliminating electromagnetic interference noise in 
airport, we can not only rely on hardware denoising of ultra-
sonic testing instrument. So, at  software level, we should 
utilize chaos Duffing oscillator equation and wavelet thresh-
old denoising method improved in the paper, to acquire  use-
ful signal and eliminate noise to the maximum. According to 
this idea , the principle of signal discrimination and de-
noising is designed in Fig. (3). 

4.1. Improved Wavelet Threshold Denoising Method 
Deals with Practical Signal 

In an airport, gas leakage testing of one type of aircraft 
air-tightness cockpit is done under the strong noise back-
ground. Hardware sample signals required by ultrasonic in-
strument are shown in Fig. (4). From Fig. (4), it can be found 
that a useful signal  is hardly observed because of strong 
noise interference. 

By the use of wavelet threshold denoising method im-
proved in the paper, hardware sample signals shown in Fig. 
(4) are denoised; the result is shown in Fig. (5).  

Fig. (5) indicates that gas leakage signals of aircraft air-
tightness cockpit are better reconstructed by wavelet thresh-
old denoising method improved in the paper. burr phenome-
na were applied  by eliminating the noise. Barely singular 
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Fig. (6). Signal amplitude-frequency characteristic curve chart required by wavelet threshold denoising method improved in the paper. 
 
Table 1.  Comparison on denoising estimation indexes between hardware denoising and wavelet threshold denoising method im-

proved in the paper. 

Denoising estimation indexes Hardware denoising wavelet threshold denoising method improved in the paper 

Signal to noise ratio -9.9033 2.6332 

Root mean square error 53412.6266 37450.1544 

 
points occur in the denoising signals. When denoising sig-
nals are analyzed from time domain to frequency domain, 
amplitude-frequency characteristic curve is  obtained, as 
shown in Fig. (6). 

Fig. (6) shows that the  signal amplitude of the 100th 
sample point is the strongest, after the 250th sample point, 
signal amplitude approaches zero. According to the perfor-
mance index of ultrasonic testing instrument used , the 100th 
sample point is corresponding to 40KHz frequency signal, 
and the 250th sample point is corresponding to 98KHz fre-
quency signal. That means, more than 98KHz frequency 
signals have been wholly filtered, suggesting that wavelet 
threshold denoising method improved in the paper better 
eliminates high frequency noise in hardware sample signals. 
Besides, by the use of denoising estimation indexes, such as 
signal to noise ratio and root-mean-square error, denoising 
effect can be directly judged, as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 reveals that in the strong noise background, 
compared with hardware denoising signals, denoising signals 
of wavelet threshold denoising method increased signal to 
noise ratio up to 12db, and suppressed  root-mean-square 
error up to 15962.4722. Thus, wavelet threshold denoising 
method improved in the paper possesses better capacity of  
denoising and extracting useful signals. 

4.2. Improved Chaos Duffing Oscillator System Deals 
with Practical Signal 

After hardware sample signals are denoised, signal fre-
quency range will be limited between 10KHz and 100KHz. 
For searching useful weak period signals of 40KHz frequen-
cy, chaos Duffing oscillator equation improved in the paper 
should be used for analysis. 

Firstly, Duffing oscillator equation with 40KHz period 
driving force frequency is constructed, then, chaos system is 
regulated into the critical period state with no  noise and no 
testing signals, as shown in Fig. (7). 

 
Fig. (7). Phase track diagram of chaos system with 40khz period 
driving force frequency, none noise and none testing signals. 
 

At this time, by adding hardware sample signals into 
chaos system, owing to strong noise mixed in hardware sam-
ple signals, phase track state of chaos system will change. 
After front 80 sample points are added into the chaos system, 
the chaos system changes the critical period state into the 
chaos state. The result is shown in Fig. (8). After front 100 
sample points are added into the chaos system, the system 
will obtain large scale period state. The result is shown in 
Fig. (9). 

 Fig. (8) and Fig. (9) show that the signal frequency of 
the 100th sample point is equal to the  period driving force 
frequency of chaos system. The sum of the signal amplitude 
of the 100th sample point and amplitude of critical period 
driving force is bigger than chaos threshold of chaos system, 
so that chaos system obtains  the  large-scale periodic state. 
That means that the 100th sample point reflects 40KHz fre-
quency gas leakage signal, with gas leakage of the aircraft 
air-tightness cockpit. Therefore, according to state transfor-
mation of chaos system, the characteristics of useful gas 
leakage signal are to be  further verified. 
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Fig. (8). After front 80 sample points are added, chaos system will 
be in chaos state. 
 

 
Fig. (9). After front 100 sample points are added, chaos system will 
be in large scale period state. 
 
CONCLUSION 

In the paper,  testing and analysis of gas leakage signal of 
aircraft air-tightness cockpit in the strong noise background, 
were  done based on four aspects. Firstly, according to ultra-
sonic signal characteristics of gas leakage, a mathematical 
model of ultrasonic testing gas leakage rate was  deduced. 
Secondly, considering strong noise background and high 
frequency signal feature, traditional Duffing oscillator equa-
tion was improved, and the relationship between chaos 
threshold and noise standard deviation is mainly discussed. 
Thirdly, wavelet threshold denoising method was  improved 
in the paper. Compared with Donoho soft and hard threshold 
denoising methods, the superiority of improved method in 
the paper is testified by formula analysis. Lastly, the effects 
of signal discrimination and denoising of improved chaos 
Duffing oscillator equation and improved wavelet threshold 
denoising method in the paper were inspected by practical 
examples.  
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